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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IN THE NAME OF MY FATHER
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Friday May 23rd, 2008
Commemorating Dr. Kourosh ARYAMANESH

“All that is necessary for an evil to succeed is that a good man does nothing.”
Edmund Burke
Kourosh ARAYAMANESH birth name is Reza MAZLOUMON, and was born in 1314,
in city of Mashhad where he completed his primary and high school diploma. In 1938, he
moved to city of Tabriz to pursue his higher education. Eventually, he moved to Paris,
France with his family to continue his higher education, and in 1348 he earned his
doctoral in field of criminology.
He returned to Iran in order to contribute to well being of Iranian, and he became head of
the Financial Department of the Ministry Higher Education in Iran. He allocated funds
for low-income students to attend universities at aboard. After 1979 riot in Iran, the
cleric regime closed down the universities, and Iran faced brain-drain. In 1982,
ARAYAMANESH was forced to go on self-imposed exile, and he resided in Paris,
France.
He used pen and paper as a weapon against the cleric establishment in Iran and formed
“Guardians of Iranian Culture Organization.” he was on a mission to revive Iranian
identity and spirit and was given every reason for Iranian to understand that the current
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regime in Iran was an alien state which had no relation to Iranian. His prolific writing
putting him at odds with the establishment in Iran, and on May 27th, 1996 at city of Certi
in France, henchmen of Islamic Republic occupier of Iran ended his life. However, the
cleric regime failed to stop ARAYAMANESH idea of Iranian identity and spirit as a
counter measure against the cleric regime in Iran. Thus, the ideas are bullet proves and
the cleric regime has lost the war against ARAYAMANESH.
Ahura Mazda blesses his soul in Paradise.
A video clip in his honor:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPMK8-caYxk
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